Off-Site Accounting Services Available

GMS offers a wide variety of off-site services for our clients. Two of the more popular ones are year-end assistance and training on a specific feature or procedure in GMS. However, there are also other areas in which we may be of assistance. As you know, bank reconciliations being done timely are critical in order to produce accurate financial reports.

Other accounts on the Balance Sheet are not to be taken lightly either. Not having your Accounts Payable Analysis reconciled to your General Ledger or not knowing the detail behind any asset or liability account on your Balance Sheet can have a dramatic impact on your financial reports. One of the services we offer is to reconcile these accounts for your agency. We know that there can be a variety of reasons that these reconciliations may have gotten behind. Why not let us help you get current with your procedures? We are also available to create some of the more involved Report Writer exercises for you. **Don’t wait until your fiscal year ends to request these services.**

Should you require off-site assistance in any of these areas, please contact us at service@gmsactg.com to schedule these services.